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There are some brilliant works of creation that stand alone. This is one.

THE SILVER HAMMER
From: Dennis Serdel
To: Military Resistance Newsletter
Subject: The Silver Hammer
Date: Aug 9, 2013
Written by Dennis Serdel, Vietnam 1967-68 (one tour) Light Infantry, Americal Div.
11th Brigade; United Auto Workers GM Retiree
****************************************************************
THE SILVER HAMMER
One Silver Jar holds my Husband, One Silver Star Posthumously. He did not
die for God & Country, He died fighting to save his men.
My husband’s flag I unfold now & throw it in our front yard, With gasoline for
our lawnmower, it burns bright one night at midnight. A policeman knocks on
our front door, asks me what I am doing
The screams of his men were too much for him, so he rushes the machine gun
nest, his men rush after him & take the hill.

The Medic rushes to his side & tries to save him. War is just one big rush that
never goes away. Answering the door she hits him with a Silver Hammer, Again
&

again until the front porch looks exactly like a bloody machine gun nest. This is
for the rich who must get richer. Corporations who profit like leaches, war
profiteers
who make Billions for death mask sub-humans who buy their
stock.

For a corrupt Government who sends husbands to their death. Running from
the Law to another Wife who thinks the same, then finding others as the TV lies
like Newspapers do. Going Underground to Start the Revolution, They rob a

gun store like Rebel Girls do.

Connecting wives with dead husbands, giving them all Silver Hammers & Guns
including wounded Wives who have husbands changed by the War. The police
find the Dead Cop, in a satanic crime scene & fasten yellow ribbons around it
& the Citizens of their Countries tie yellow crime scene tape around Iraq &
Afghanistan.

Then they find out about the Robbery of the gun & ammo shop.

They put out an APB, armed & dangerous, Do Not take alive. Then a police car
pulls behind them afar without any lights flashing, then other cop cars pull
behind them. Driving faster over a 100, then at the top of a hill,

they now see a train travel across the highway up ahead. They drive into the
train but bust through after the caboose. The Police cars are close behind but
it's a two track crossing & they hit another train going the other way.

They drive nice to a friend's home & stash the car in the garage.

They write letters to Activist Groups for help & one slips them underground like
Slaves because if caught,

they would be Beat, Raped & Tortured by the Police & Not seen as Political
Prisoners. They provide fake Passports & in disguise fly to Venezuela for
political asylum . It's Not like they leaked any American Empire Secrets. Their
Vain Hope for a Revolution as a spark as in Tunisia, split Americans when the
Government calls them Criminals, but on the other side, there are more than a
few who

want Silver Hammers.

Written by Dennis Serdel for Military Resistance
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